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In many languages, there are expressions such as "Where do we draw the line?" "Not one step more!" "Don't come any closer!" "They're not our kind!" In many cultures, people flock to dramatizations of invasions by the different, the strange, the alien arising from inside themselves or from outside—different peoples, countries, planets, and the Great Beyond. In everyday life—perhaps everyday there has been human life—people make choices of what to eat; what to wear; which rules to establish, abide by, and insist compliance with; which rules to violate or tolerate or encourage violation of; what to do; what to be. And all the while they are asking "Is this really me?"

These phenomena relate to very basic and psychologically primitive developmental processes—differentiating self from non-self, good from bad, and later the much more sophisticated process of identifying self and non-self and good and bad within oneself and within, between, and among others. Unsuccessful development of these processes leads to various psychological disorders at an individual level of analysis, e.g., borderline personality disorder. This disorder is essentially a pervasive pattern of unstable interpersonal relationships, self-image, and emotions, and marked impulsivity. At a national level of analysis, unsuccessful development can lead to unstable policy development characterized by marked swings in what the policymakers want and how they perceive a specific policy to reflect what they want on domestic and international security issues.

As an example, let's consider immigration policy, which surely has significant domestic and international security import. At the foundation of policy are several psychological questions. "Who are we, and who are we not? (A more psychologically meaningful question might be "Who are us, and who aren't us?)" "Who are like us and who are not?" "Who can become like us?" "Who and how many do we desire to be like us?" "Is the process of becoming us or like us an all-or-none, instantaneous transition much like the maligned biological and ontological concept of spontaneous generation?" "Do we ineluctably become stronger as we take in more and more of us or those like us?" "How like us should those like us end up as, assuming they don't end up as us?" "And also can those very unlike us become like us or us and strengthen us, even if remaining so unlike us?"

These questions often are not explicitly posed or consciously entertained in policy deliberations. Instead, heated debate and political action focus on differential management of legal and illegal immigration, quotas, effects on underemployment and unemployment, wages, contributions to the tax base, entitlements, education, criminal justice, effects on national identity, still occasionally effects on some mythical purity of the so-called national gene pool.

Perhaps the most important contributions from the basic psychological processes and questions underlying immigration policy debates and political action include unconscious illogic, irrationality, emotion-fueled venom, racist and sexualized stereotypes—(e.g., Yankee blue-blooded procreation as duty to God and Country versus Latino hot-blooded coupling as irresponsible Salsa pleasure)—and aggressive instincts. For these processes are intimately present and indeed permeate the original attempts at differentiating self, non-self, good, and bad. Much later on, especially in times of advocacy, disagreement, conflict, and crisis, these contributions can come to the fore and fuel ugly debate and
Racist legislation and programs. Given that these same developmental processes and contributions are central to the development of other political phenomena such as ethnocentric war and the frequently resulting destabilization which leads to dislocation of populations, immigration policy should certainly be high on the security agenda for the 21st century.